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Abstract 

As employees struggle with fear, anxiety and uncertainty, they may wonder if management experiences the same 

challenges, particularly in light of different compensation levels. It would frankly be odd for a leader in such 

abnormal circumstances to behave as if things remain “business as usual.” You may not typically be expressive 

in talking about your personal life with your employees, but adaptive capacity in this area calls for empathy 

towards those employees who are uncertain and anxious. the article provides issues and concerns during the 

pandemic year. 
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Introduction 

The COVID-19 pandemic is checking out the bounds of america's fitness structures whilst 

testing our subculture's willingness to sacrifice freedom and mobility for the sake of saving 

lives. kingdom and territorial fitness officers—along with their companions on the local, 

tribal, and federal ranges—face unparalleled management challenges of their try and mitigate 

the virus's unfold. 

The highlight is now on public health leaders. As Baker and colleagues1 presciently 

highlighted early inside the COVID-19 response, the want for adaptive leadership is 

remarkable. McNulty and Marcus2 further highlighted the urgency of leadership, no longer 

simply management, in responding to the COVID-19 pandemic. This commentary builds on 

those latest contributions with the aid of illustrating 5 demanding situations COVID-19 

presents to public fitness leaders and discussing approaches to triumph over them. 

Effectively Communicating in a Crisis 

a success leaders recognize the crucial position verbal exchange plays in their paintings. The 

high-quality laid plans and most tremendous strategies will fail if not properly communicated 

by leaders to their fans. As Baker and co-workers state, “conversation has now turn out to be 

the principal technological know-how/tool of public fitness practice,”1 and this is truely 

actual within the COVID-19 pandemic. A guiding principle of crisis communications training 

for leaders is to “Be First, Be right, and Be Credible,”3 a motto well described by way of 

former Virginia fitness Commissioner Karen Remley4 in a latest Getting practical column in 

this magazine. Even within the early days of the COVID-19 pandemic, there were many 

leaders who were able to talk correctly due to the fact they had been first, proper, and 

credible—and a few excruciating examples of individuals who did now not. 

communicating correctly in the COVID-19 response requires normal verbal exchange both 

externally with companions and the public and internally inside a frontrunner's own 
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organization. nicely-planned, excessive-stage daily briefings by means of governors and 

fitness officials can assist calm fears, lessen panic, and display transparency. Many states and 

territories have effectively carried out each day information conferences, for the duration of 

which leaders short the general public on case counts and movements to mitigate the virus' 

spread. health officers are also communicating at once with their entire organisation's group 

of workers, selling transparency and statistics sharing inside the corporation to soothe their 

workforce's concerns and fears approximately COVID-19. those internal verbal exchange 

efforts are vital to preserving responders and supporters prompted for a long-term reaction to 

COVID-19. 

Decisiveness in the Face of Uncertainty 

If a leader's most important project is verbal exchange, the second most critical is choice 

making. Clarifying who is responsible for making what selections, and while, is important. 

because COVID-19 is a unique virus disease, we've little empirical records to aid our 

understanding of the virus. therefore, selection making in the COVID-19 reaction is 

extraordinarily difficult. Sound public health coverage is rooted in correct and comprehensive 

public health facts. the lack of valid information and dependable records from outbreaks 

foreign places, combined with the modern obstacles of assessing community transmission 

inside the u.s.a., is regarding. when responding to a singular virus, there's always going to be 

a degree of ambiguity and uncertainty, five and leaders will ought to make selections based 

on anecdotes, information testimonies, social media posts, their own intuition, and the revel 

in of trusted advisors. Is the virus spreading presymptomatically or asymptomatically? Are 

droplet protections enough to defend fitness care employees, or have to aerosolized 

protections be used? Are travel restrictions effective or useless? must bodily distancing be 

local, statewide, regional, or mixed? How should financial issues be balanced with public 

fitness protective measures? extra gravely, who should get a ventilator and who should not? 

All of these selections are being made as infections grow exponentially and are met with 

extreme scrutiny by using a public with a declining accept as true within authorities. 

Of their realistic contribution to the literature on choice making, “Who Has the D?” Rogers 

and Blenko7 describe the perils and pitfalls of organizational decision making and advise a 

method for making excellent choices for the duration of habitual commercial enterprise 

operations. making use of their work to COVID-19 reaction, the writers located that their 

advocate-Agree-carry out-input-decide (speedy) decision-making model nonetheless works 

within the context of (sarcastically) fast decision making with less-than-entire facts.7 The 

speedy version does now not mean each company will make the equal decision, but it does 

suggest that each jurisdiction can use a similar procedure for making choices no matter 

lingering uncertainties. for example, take the choice regarding the “proper” range of people to 

apply in proscribing mass gatherings. in this pandemic, we've seen prohibitions on gatherings 

of extra than 2 humans, 10 human beings, 50 people, 100 human beings, 500 human beings, 

and one thousand people. nation and territorial leaders all had to make selections based on 

incomplete information and confined evidence (there is no “proper” variety consensus yet). 

however, you make a decision to restrict gatherings became greater essential to preventing 

potential unfold than either delaying a selection to get greater statistics, waiting for the 
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centers for disorder manage and Prevention to determine for the country, or doing not 

anything (which is itself a choice). There are countless different choices to be made within 

the COVID-19 reaction, together with: must all organizations close and for the way lengthy? 

have to all colleges close and for how lengthy? who're “crucial” versus “nonessential” 

employees? Who need to implement what laws? need to we paintings remotely or not? while 

can we ease gathering regulations? The task going through public fitness leaders is the use of 

a sound system to evaluate the best decisions for their jurisdictions, in spite of the anomaly, 

and then cause them to. In quick, in relation to emergency decision making, public fitness 

leaders have to pay heed to Voltaire's aphorism and no longer let “the excellent the enemy of 

the best” in disaster selection making. 

Successfully Leading Up, Down, and Across 

main up, down, and throughout is a task for any chief but made more acute in an emergency. 

Over the previous couple of weeks of the COVID-19 response, we've got seen many kingdom 

and territorial fitness officials sharing the rostrum with their governors at some stage in press 

conferences and briefings. Likewise, nearby fitness officers had been supported by way of 

elected leadership, frequently performing as spokespeople for mayors and county officials. 

effective running relationships among public health leaders and their elected or appointed 

leadership had been most probably formed nicely before COVID-19 seemed. 

leading “down”—the manner leaders lead the rank and file team of workers in their 

company—can be challenging in an emergency reaction. due to the fact leading “up” can be 

all-ingesting, specifically with a everyday tempo of press briefings and meetings, public 

fitness leaders may be much less present in their agency and can appear less in touch with the 

organization's desires. McNulty and Marcus2 warn leaders to don't forget “the human 

elements” in an emergency and to lead with a “honestly articulated undertaking” that 

specializes in the company's shared reason. developing a shared reason may be tough while 

crew contributors can be in emergency operations centers, operating from home due to 

physical distancing measures or their personal health concerns, or are deployed to other 

agencies as part of the response. a success leaders keep to care for their people during an 

emergency, remembering that their own fulfillment as a pacesetter is inextricably tied to the 

coordinated activities of the entire business enterprise's personnel. in addition they recognise 

that even in an emergency, command decisions ought to be made sparingly. alternatively, 

leaders have to rely on their group of workers to thoroughly manipulate the incident, 

regarding themselves handiest to set and percentage path and priorities, fill gaps, and pass 

issues up and across as wished. 

main “throughout” is an often-unanticipated management task, as it addresses the manner a 

leader collaborates with peers and companions. In authorities, those collaborations commonly 

consist of other enterprise heads and important stakeholder agencies. If leaders establish nice 

working relationships with other cabinet agencies previous to an emergency, they could 

construct upon the ones relationships in the response. as an instance, efforts to establish 

telehealth visits for COVID-19 patients may additionally require near collaboration among 

the leadership of the country's Medicaid business enterprise, the country public fitness 

employer, hospitals, and physician leaders. health officials' previous engagement with their 
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country emergency control organisation is vital to strengthening the ones relationships all 

through the COVID-19 emergency, particularly as many state and territorial emergency 

control business enterprise's transition to main the COVID-19 response. main across may be 

obstructed with the aid of turf wars and silos, a leader's need for manage, or the want to 

“overcentralize” the reaction. rather, effective leaders recognize they cannot manage the 

whole lot and are looking for to instruct and make contributions as a peer, mentor, or friend 

while working horizontally among groups. 

Planning for What's Next, Not Just Responding to What Is 

Strategic foresight and planning are also intently tied day-to-day management decision 

making. Baker and co-workers describe the adaptive management method of moving beyond 

66b34c3da3a0593bd135e66036f9aef3 operations at the “discipline of movement” in the 

direction of a vantage factor from the “balcony.” This balcony view affords the angle a 

pacesetter wishes every day pick out styles, look at interdependencies, and examine 

organisation activities inside an entire system. McNulty and Marcus recommend that each 

disaster, together with COVID-19, unfolds “over an arc of time with a starting, middle, and 

stop.” The leader's process is day-to-day assume across this arc, considering how the destiny 

may spread and what new troubles will present themselves over time. 

big apple Governor Andrew Cuomo has skillfully led his country's reaction daily the COVID-

19 outbreak with his nation health commissioner, Howard Zucker, and different kingdom 

leaders by way of his facet. In daily in reality become a mantra for future public fitness 

responses, Cuomo said in a latest press conference that “you do not win on protection, you 

win on offense.” even as many are vital of the aggressive and unheard of steps the big apple 

has taken day-to-day prevent contamination—that have created a budget deficit of more than 

$10 billion and counting—the governor's day by day briefing is a reminder that the country's 

making plans assumptions are modeled now not on what's happening today however on what 

they predict might also take place the next day, over the subsequent several days, and within 

the weeks and months beforehand. Cuomo's awareness on what “will be”2 is exactly the 

thoughts-set public fitness leaders every day adopt, no matter the constant distraction of 

“what is,” or what Hummel aptly calls the “tyranny of the urgent.”11 further, Baker and 

associates remind leaders that “a preoccupation with occasions can also result in short-term 

awareness and a reactive posture,” at a time when proactive posturing is needed day-to-day 

creatively plan and iterate response methods for an uncertain destiny. 

Caring for Yourself so You Can Care for Others 

excessive-performing leaders regularly achieve their positions thru limitless hours of 

willpower and a dedication to studying their career, regularly on the cost of forgoing social 

events or denying themselves exercising and undertaking. Physicians educate for years, 

enduring grueling name schedules and residency appointments that may inadvertently 

toughen the impulse to sacrifice one's personal fitness for the fitness of others. those rites of 

passage may be part of expert improvement for lots, however they have got the unfortunate 

result of associating success with a failure to rest, recharge, and refresh. The pace of 
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emergency reaction calls for a 24/7 response, however that during no manner implies a 

pacesetter need stay around or awake for it all. 

German pastor and theologian Martin Luther is quoted as pronouncing, “i have a lot to do 

that I shall spend the primary three hours in prayer.” This apparently contradictory 

announcement is sound advice for a pacesetter challenged through the needs of an emergency 

response: take some time you need for self-care and understand of what you need to live the 

path with the COVID-19 response. Baker and colleagues1 rightly propose that in the COVID-

19 response—and any sustained public health emergency—leaders can prioritize their 

demands by sorting them into three classes: what's a “should do,” what is a “top to do,” and 

what's a “fine to do.” This straightforward and fashionable 3-query framework may help 

many leaders efficiently manage their time and strength. creator and motivational speaker 

Simon Sinek's recent book, Leaders consume last, and Greenleaf and Spears' conventional, 

Servant leadership, emphasize that leaders should exercising humility—no longer self-denial. 

nobody leads properly whilst they may be hungry, scared, sleep-disadvantaged, burned out, 

or ill. at the same time as this undertaking is the remaining of the five indexed on this remark, 

it may in fact be the maximum important to the overall fulfillment of our country's COVID-

19 reaction. 

COVID-19 Response: New and Old Leadership Challenges 

there may be a good deal we do now not realize approximately COVID-19. This makes the 

task of main the general public fitness response all the greater complex. but, a few of the 

demanding situations COVID-19 affords to public fitness leaders are not new. those include 

speaking in a crisis; making choices with incomplete information available; efficiently main 

up, down, and throughout; taking an offensive versus a defensive posture; and taking the time 

to care for one's self. what is unique is the dimensions and scale of the COVID-19 response, 

blended with the real-time scrutiny of public fitness decisions with the aid of social media 

and global connectedness. The highlight is certainly on public fitness leaders, but leaders 

should use that focus to skilfully cope with those challenges and correctly lead up, down, and 

throughout to defend the general public's fitness. 

Conclusion 

It’s safe to mention that nearly every chief has been faced with moments of crisis, starting 

from quick bumps in the road to greater sustained issues. It’s additionally safe to say that the 

modern disaster concerning the COVID-19 pandemic is distinctive than anything we’ve 

confronted in over a century, one that looks to be a extended and likely existential task for 

groups. effective leadership in a extended disaster with such extreme consequences is clearly 

important for an organisation and its people, and calls for bodily, mental and emotional 

fortitude. 

several of the individuals to this newsletter served as former law enforcement sellers assigned 

to the FBI’s essential Incident response institution; they have got experienced lengthy-term 
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standoffs, labored in publish-attack command posts, and spoke back to crises that strained 

even the maximum seasoned professionals. Leaders who've succeeded in navigating such 

crises recognize that effective management blends static, middle values of disaster control 

with dynamic modifications to meet their own private wishes and those of the group of 

workers all through important incidents. 
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